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UNIT 5 - AT THE FAIR

A Write the words/phrases under the correct pictures.

carnival

roller coaster

ghost train

bumper cars

carousel

Ferris wheel

5. ..............................3. .............................. 6. ..............................

2. ..............................

4. ..............................

1. ..............................

James

Vicky

Ben

bumper cars roller coasters clowns

1. …………………………………………………………..................................................…………….……

2. James thinks …………………………………………………………....................................... .

3. James …………………………………………………………..................................................….. .

4. Vicky …………………………………………………………..................................................……... .

5. …………………………………………………………..................................................…………….……

6. …………………………………………………………..................................................…………….……

7. Ben …………………………………………………………..................................................……….. .

8. …………………………………………………………..................................................…………….……

9. …………………………………………………………..................................................……………….…

James thinks bumper cars are exciting.

B Look at the table and make sentences.
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C Read the dialogues and choose the correct 
option.

1. Jess : I think / I don’t think carousels are   
  fantastic.

 Sam : Yes, I agree. I love them.

2. Simon : I hate bumper cars. They are dull.
     Mitch : I agree / I disagree. I think they are   

  boring.

3. Kim : I think clowns are exciting / boring.
 Tom : I agree. I don’t like them.

4. Peter : There are many exciting / terrifying   
  things at the fair.

 Ron : I agree. The Ferris wheel and the roller  
  coaster are amazing.

5. Pam : Ghost trains are horrible. I hate them.
 Sarah : I agree. They are funny / terrifying.

E Circle the correct option.

1. Sam : Do you like the roller coaster?
 Pam : Oh, no! I think it is - - - -.

 A)  exciting B)  amazing
 C)  frightening D)  fun

2. Jane : What do you think about clowns, Tim?
 Tim : I don’t like clowns. I think they are boring.
 Jane : - - - -. I think they are fun.

 A)  I agree B)  I disagree
 C)  I hate them D)  I don’t like them

3. Tim
 

 Tim - - - - bumper cars, but he - - - - the 
ghost train.

 A)  loves / doesn’t like B)  likes / loves
 C)  doesn’t like / hates D)  hates / loves

4. 

Sally

I hate carousels. I think they are 
slow and boring.

 Which of the following shows how Sally feels 
about carousels?

 A)    B)    C)    D) 

5.  
Rainbow Funfair
Date : 12-16 May
Time : 12:00-21:00
Place : Downtown

Come and join the fun!

 

 When does the funfair start?

 A)  On 12th May. B)  At 9 pm.
 C)  Downtown. D)  Rainbow.

D Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the given adjectives. 

1. The carousel is ................................................................... 
(boring) than the Ferris wheel. 

2. Roller coasters are ................................................................... 
(fast) than bumper cars. 

3. Bumper cars are ......................................................................... 
(fantastic) than carousels. 

4. Ghost trains are .......................................................................... 
(terrifying) than Ferris wheels. 

5. Carousels are ................................................................................ 
(slow) than roller coasters. 

6. The Ferris wheel is ....................................................................... 
(thrilling) than the carousel. 

more boring
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A
1. carousel 2. carnival
3. roller coaster 4. ghost train
5. bumper cars 6. Ferris wheel

B
Sample Answers (Adjectives may vary):
2. roller coasters are amazing
3. thinks clowns are funny
4. thinks bumper cars are fantastic
5. Vicky thinks roller coasters are crazy.
6. Vicky thinks clowns are boring.
7. thinks bumper cars are dull
8. Ben thinks roller coasters are fun.
9. Ben thinks clowns are horrible.

C
1. I think 2. I agree 3. boring
4. exciting 5. terrifying 

D
2. faster 3. more fantastic
4. more terrifying 5. slower
6. more thrilling

E
1. C 2. B 3. D 4. B 5. A


